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Federal Service for Supervision of Consumer Rights Protection and Human Welfare has sent you for the information and use in the «list of the main regulatory and guidance documents on food hygiene» as at 01 April 2007 (attached).

In accordance with the laws of the Russian Federation on the territory of the Russian Federation sanitary rules, norms and hygienic standards, as approved by the Federal Service for Supervision of Consumer Rights Protection and Human Welfare, the former Goskomsanepidnadzorom Russia, the Ministry of Health of Russia and the USSR Ministry of Health, in part, does not contradict health legislation the Russian Federation.

These documents remain valid until further notice, or the adoption of new regulations to replace the existing ones.
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Section 1. Common questions

1. Organization and conduct productive for monitoring compliance with health regulations and the implementation of sanitary and antiepidemic (preventive) measures SP 1.1.1058-01 Ministry of Health, Russia

2. Sanitary Regulations «The organization and conduct of monitoring compliance with occupational health regulations and the implementation of sanitary and antiepidemic (preventive) measures» (changes and additions to the number 1 SP 1.1.1058-01). SP 1.1.2193-07 Rospotrebnadzor


4. Hygienic «The list of substances, products of industrial processes, municipal and environmental factors, carcinogenic to humans» SSA Russia MT 1.1.725-98

5. Hygienic «The list of substances, products of industrial processes, municipal and environmental factors, carcinogenic to humans» (Additions and changes to the number 1 GN 1.1.725-98) Ministry of Health, Russia MT 1.2.1841-04

6. Sanitary rules and regulations «Hygienic requirements for natural, artificial and combined coverage of public and residential buildings» SanPiN 2.2.1/2.1.1.1278-03 Ministry of Health, Russia

7. Sanitary rules and regulations «hygienic requirements for insolation and solntsezaschite premises of residential and public buildings and areas» SanPiN 2.2.1/2.1.1.1076-01 Ministry of Health, Russia

8. Sanitary rules and norms of «noise in the workplace, in the premises of residential and public buildings and residential buildings in the territory» SanPiN 2.2.4/2.1.8.562-96 Goskomsanepidnadzor Russia

Section 2. Hygiene

Panel 2.3. Health food

2.3.1. Good food

9. Standards of physiological needs nutrients and energy for the various population groups MH USSR № 5786-91 from 28.05.91

10. Sanitation rules «Recommended (regulated) levels of vitamins in fortified foods» MH USSR 42-123-4717-88 from 01.11.88

11. Order «On further improvement in the Soviet Union conducted a mandatory C-vitaminizatsii nutritional treatment and preventive care and other institutions» MZ USSR number 695 from 24.08.72

12. Installation of the sanitary epidemiologiches ¬ such stations to monitor the P-vitaminizatsiey finished foods, vitamin-quality diets, vitamin content of vitamin products of mass consumption and the issuance of vitamin products in industrial enterprises MH USSR № 997-72 from 22.11.72

13. Recommended composition, criteria and indicators as a substitute for milk MH USSR 05.08.88

14. Guidelines for the promotion of the principles of nutrition MH USSR № 4081-86 from 20.03.86

15. Guidelines for the hygienic control of nutrition in the USSR Ministry of Health organized groups № 4237-86 from 29.11.86

16. Recommended rational dimensions of food consumption of patients with diabetes, at risk of MH USSR № 4432-87 from 23.10.87
17 Guidelines for the management of food industry workers anilinokrasnochnoy MH USSR
№ 4720-88
from 04.11.88
18 Guidelines for the feeding of students schools river fleet MH USSR
№ 2636-82
from 13.12.82
19 Tips on nutrition workshops major professions casting shops engineering MH USSR
№ 1977-79
from 20.04.79
20 Guidelines for the control of management tional nutrition crew MH USSR
№ 1952-78
from 22.12.78
21 hygienic requirements for the quality of the diet of modern highly mechanized mining of coal mines in view of its role in the prevention pnevmokanioza (guidance) MH USSR
№ 3087-84
from 27.08.84
22 Guidelines for the study of protein and protein requirements for healthy and sick person MH USSR
№ 3168-84
from 10.12.84
23 Guidelines for assessing the availability of the human body with vitamin D MH USSR
№ 3176-84
from 27.12.84
24 Guidelines for the organization of nutrition and vocational school students TU building a profile in different climatic zones MH USSR
№ 3903-85
from 27.06.85
25 Guidelines «Assessment security of human vitamin A» MH USSR
№ 4284-87
from 12.05.87
26 Guidelines for feeding the elderly and senile age MH USSR
№ 1225-75
from 19.02.75
27 Guidelines for the study of nitrogen balance in humans MH USSR
№ 1935-78
from 26.10.78
28 Guidelines «Food in children's hospitals» MH USSR
from 19.07.84
29 Instruction VTSSPS, the Ministry of Trade of the USSR and the Ministry of Health of the USSR to organize a dietary nutritional № 21-15
from 15.08.88
30 Guidelines for the study of actual nutrition and health status in relation to the nature of Soviet power MZ
№ 2967-84
from 08.02.84
31 Guidelines for a set of food requirements for the calculation of budgets of various groups MH USSR
№ 5787-91
from 31.05.91
32 Guidelines «Organization of the nutritional status of children in suburban pioneer camps» MH USSR
№ 1979-78
from 14.06.79
33 instructional methodology letter «On the verification of compliance with standards of nutrition in kindergartens» MH USSR
Number 8s-17-331
from 12.05.78
34 Guidelines for the feeding of students in the USSR Ministry of Health profilaktoriyah
№ 2059-79
from 05.10.79
35 Tips on nutrition fighters student groups MH USSR
№ 2987-84
36 Instructions on how to calculate the average balance requirement of nutrients and energy of the people of USSR Ministry of Health USSR
№ 3241-85
from 29.03.85
37 The list of harmful factors in the effects of which are recommended for preventive use of milk or other equivalent food the order of the Ministry of Public Health Approved
Russia
from 28.03.03 № 126
38 The recommended levels of consumption of food and biologically active substances
Rospotrebnadzor
MR 2.3.1.1915-04
2.3.2. Food raw materials, foodstuffs
and food additives
39 sanitary-epidemiological rules and regulations «Hygienic requirements for the application
food additives »SanPiN 2.3.2.1293-03
from 18.06.03
MH RF
40 Hygienic safety and nutritional value of products SanPiN 2.3.2.1078-01
MH RF
41 Appendix 1 to the number SanPiN 2.3.2.1078-01 «Hygienic safety and nutritional value of foods»
SanPiN 2.3.2.1153-02
MH RF
42 Additions and changes to the number 2 SanPiN-2.3.2.1078
01 «Hygienic safety and nutritional value of foods» SanPiN 2.3.2.1280-03
MH RF
43 The maximum permissible level (remote control) the content of tar and nicotine in tobacco products
MT 2.3.2.1377-03
MH RF
44 Medical and Biological evaluation of food products derived from genetically modified sources SSA
Russia
MUK 2.3.2.970-00
45 Guidelines «The definition of safety and efficacy of biologically active additives to food» SSA
Russia MUK 2.3.2.721-98
46 sanitary-epidemiological rules and regulations «hygienic requirements for production and trafficking
of biologically active additives to food (BAS)» SanPiN 2.3.2.1290-03
Ministry of Health, Russia
47 sanitary-epidemiological rules and regulations «hygienic requirements for life and the conditions of
storage of food products» SanPiN 2.3.2.1324-03
Ministry of Health, Russia
48 sanitary-epidemiological rules and regulations «Organization of children's food». Note:
Letter of technical errors in SanPiN 2.3.2.1940-05 from 09.02.06 № 0100/1330-06-02
Rospotrebnadzor SanPiN 2.3.2.1940-05
Rospotrebnadzor
49 Guidelines «order and organization of control over the food products derived from or with the use of
raw materials of plant origin with a genetically modified analogues» Rospotrebnadzor
MU 2.3.2.1917-04
50 Guidelines «order and organization of control over the food products derived from or with the use of
genetically modified micro-organisms and micro-organisms are genetically modified analogues»
Rospotrebnadzor
MU 2.3.2.1935-04
2.3.3. The packaging, utensils, packaging, equipment and other products in contact with food
51 hygienic «The maximum permissible quantity of chemicals released from materials that come into
contact with food» Ministry of Health, Russia
MT 2.3.2.972-00
52 hygienic «tolerance migration aldehydes (including formaldehyde) from the shell of an artificial
protein like «Belkozin »Ministry of Health, Russia
MT 2.3.3.1019-01
2.3.4. Companies Food Processing Industry
(hygiene issues in the technological processes, raw materials)
53 Sanitary rules and norms «Production of milk and dairy products» Goskomsanepidnadzor Russia
2.3.4.551-96

54 sanitary norms and rules of «Production of bread, bakery and confectionery »Goskomsanepidnadzor Russia
2.3.4.545-96

55 Health regulations for enterprises pasta
Industry MH USSR
№ 989-72
from 29.08.72

56 Health regulations for enterprises producing food acids MH USSR
№ 45-74
from 11.01.74

57 Health regulations for enterprises processing and bottling drinking mineral water MZ USSR
№ 4416-87
from 30.07.87

58 Health regulations for enterprises for the production of vegetable oils MH USSR
№ 1197-74
from 18.11.74

59 Health regulations for enterprises krahmalopatochnoy industry MH USSR
№ 1361-75
from 30.10.75.

60 Sanitary rules and norms «Manufacturing rectified ethyl alcohol and alcoholic beverages»
2.3.4.704-98
MH RF

61 Sanitary rules for companies manufacturing food concentrates MH USSR
Number 1408
from 01.03.76

62 Health regulations for enterprises gelatinous industry MH USSR
from 26.10.78

63 Health regulations for enterprises yeast industry MH USSR
№ 2266-80
from 26.11.80

64 Health regulations for enterprises salt
Industry MH USSR
№ 2449-81
from 30.09.81

65 Sanitary Regulations for the brewing and soft drinks industry MH USSR
№ 3244-85
from 09.04.85

66 Health regulations on the harvesting, processing and selling mushrooms Goskomsanepidnadzor Russia
2.3.4.009-93

67 Health regulations for enterprises margarine
Industry MH USSR
Number 946-A-71
from 30.12.71

68 Health regulations for enterprises producing canned fruit and vegetable, dried fruits, vegetables and potatoes, sauerkraut and pickled vegetables MH USSR
№ 962-72
from 04.04.72

69 Health regulations for enterprises tea
Industry MH USSR
№ 977-72
from 31.05.72

70 Sanitary rules for wine
MH of the USSR
№ 5788-91
from 07.06.91

71 Sanitary rules and norms «Manufacture and sale of fish products» Goskomsanepidnadzor Russia
2.3.4-050-96
72 Instructions for sanitation specialized rolling stock and container workers in the transportation of food MZ RSFSR from 03.05.78
Minavtotrans RSFSR 15.05.78
73 sanitary and veterinary regulations for dairy farms, collective farms, State farms and farms MH USSR from 29.09.86
74 Health regulations for the care of doilnymi vehicles, plants and dairy dishes, monitoring their health and sanitary quality of milk MH USSR from 29.09.86
75 Health regulations for food businesses Industry MH USSR № 3238-85 from 27.03.85
76 sanitary and veterinary requirements for the design of the meat industry MH USSR from 01.07.77
77 Manual for spray disinfectant egg and meat packaging at poultry farms in bird ν vedcheskih farms and factories taroremontnyh USSR Ministry of Health from 26.12.75
78 Methods of egg melange with a view to improving the microbiological quality indicators MH USSR from 24.11.77
79 Guidelines for the implementation of public oversight of the meat processing enterprises of the USSR Ministry of Health № 4086-86 from 29.03.86
80 Guidelines «integrated control of sanitary and antiepidemic treatment of industrial poultry farming» MZ RSFSR from 24.11.87
81 Instructions for microbiological production in the dairy industry (extraction) MH USSR from 28.12.87
82 Guidelines for the organization of sanitary-epidemiological service of control over the enterprises of dairy industry MH USSR № 2642-82 from 27.12.82
83 Sanitary rules for businesses, shops and plots, producing children's dairy products GSEU MH USSR № 2374-81 from 30.03.91
84 Instructions for sanitary mikrobiologiches ν to control the production of food products from fish and marine invertebrates of the USSR Ministry of Health № 5319-91 from 22.02.91
85 hygienic «limit the concentration of content dezoksinivalenola (vomitoksina) in food grain wheat» Goskomsanepidnadzor Russia 2.3.4.034-95
86 Guidelines «requirements for mining and health protection of mineral waters and therapeutic mud» MH RF № 96/1996
87 Instructions for hot products in friture in public catering and quality control frityurnyh fat MH USSR № 143-5/129-19
88 Instructions for the prevention of disease potato bread Department GSEN MH RF 1100/2451-98-115 from 14.10.98
89 Instructions for sanitary treatment of technological equipment and production facilities in the meat industry, the Department GSEN MH RF 115-16/522-04 from 15.11.02
90 Methodological guidance on sanitary and microbiological monitoring of meat, dairy products there lister Department GSEN MH RF 115-16/244-04
from 12.05.03
91 The use of ultraviolet radiation microbicide to disinfect air space organizations of food industry, catering and food trade MU 2.3.975-00
92 requirements for the state sanitary-epidemiological supervision of enterprises generating bread bakery and confectionery Collection, 2002
93 Instructions on the order and timing of control over the content of microbiological and chemical contaminants in meat, poultry, eggs and products of their processing Department GSEN MOH RF 1400/1751 from 22.06.00
94 Supplement to «the Interim Regulations on the Application of dihlorizotsianurita sodium (salt mononatrievoy dihlorizotsianuvoy acid) for the prevention of disinfection in the food industry» MH USSR from 19.06.76
2.3.5. Companies trading
95 sanitary-epidemiological requirements for organizations of trade and trafficking in food commodities and food products SSA Russia AC 2.3.6.1066-01
96 Sanitary Regulations for refrigerators MH USSR № 4696-88 from 29.09.88
97 Guidelines for the control and supervision of safety and quality spirits and wine products in circulation in the territory of the Russian Federation Rospotrebnadzor R 1.2.2099-06
2.3.6. Companies catering
98 sanitary-epidemiological requirements to the catering, construction, and oborotosposobnosti of food and food raw materials SSA Russia AC 2.3.6.1079-01
99 Appendix 1 to the number of PO 2.3.6.1079-01 «Sanitary-epidemiological requirements to the catering, construction, and oborotosposobnosti of food and food processing» AC 2.3.6.1254-03 Ministry of Health, Russia
100 Sanitary Regulations for children's dairy kitchens MH USSR № 942-71
101 Health regulations for enterprises to produce quick-ready meals MH USSR № 2982-84
102 Sanitary requirements for individual food miners in underground coal mines MH USSR from 27.08.71
2.3.7. The state of health in relation to the nutritional status
103 Instructions on how to investigate, records and laboratory studies in institutions of sanitary-epidemiological service of the food poisoning MH USSR № 1135-73 from 20.12.73
104 Guidelines for medico-biological ¬ Khoi assessment and early diagnosis of intoxications plant growth regulators - derived pirozidina (hydrazine) MH USSR № 2436-88 from 02.07.88
105 Guidelines «The investigation, diagnosis and treatment of food poisoning by nitrates and nitrites» MH USSR № 4220-86 from 11.11.86
106 Guidelines «botulism» MH USSR № 824-69 from 22.10.69
107 How to Detect and quantifiable shigell Zonne in foods (addition to the «instructions on how to investigate, record and perform laboratory research institutions sanepidsluzhby with food poisoning») MH USSR from 15.03.78
108 Guidelines «Clinic, diagnosis and treatment of botulism» MH USSR № 10/11-38 from 15.04.83
109 Guidelines for the microbiological diagnosis of diseases caused by enterobakteriyami MH USSR
100 Guidelines for the study of actual nutrition and health status in relation to the nature of Soviet power MZ
№ 2967-84
101 Classification of food poisoning MH USSR
№ 2436-81
102 Control program of prevention of iodine disease through universal salt iodization SSA Russia
MU 2.3.7.1064-01
103 Guidelines «Application yodkazeina yoddefisitnyih to prevent the disease as a means of population, group and individual prevention of iodine deficiency» LL 2.3.7.1916-04 Rospotrebnadzor
104 Guidelines «Socio-hygienical Monitoring. Contamination of food raw materials and food chemicals. The collection, processing and analysis of indicators »SM 2.3.7.2125-06 from 01.11.2006 Rospotrebnadzor
2.5.1. Hygiene and Epidemiology in the transport sector. Health food transport
105 Guidelines «The organization and conduct of monitoring compliance with occupational health regulations and the implementation of sanitary-epidemiological (preventive) measures in the production and marketing of food to the passengers and crew of the aircraft» Approved by Deputy Chief State Health Russian doctors 19.03.03
106 Sanitary Regulations «hygienic requirements of the on-board power supply and air crew members of aircraft Civil Aviation» SP 2.5.1788-99 Ministry of Health, Russia
107 Health regulations for ships USSR. Section 2.11. The premises of the food unit and food pantries. Section 5.6. The contents of the kitchen facilities, storage and processing of food products approved by the Ministry of Health of the USSR as amended 25.12.82 № 2641-82 13.11.84 № 122-6/452-1
108 Health regulations for marine vessels fishing fleet of the USSR. Section 2.6. The premises of the kitchen and food pantries. Section 6.6. Requirements for the reception and storage of foods, kulinarnoy processing and realization of the finished product USSR Ministry of Public Health 22.12.97 № 1814-77
109 Court's internal and confusion (river-sea) navigation. Section 2.1.4. Facilities catering for the crew. Section 3.2. Catering crew and passengers SanPiN 2.5.2.703-98 Ministry of Health, Russia
110 Health regulations for sea and river ports of the Soviet Union. Section «feeding» Ministry of Health of the USSR 02.06.89 № 4962-89
111 Sanitary Regulations for floating rigs. Sections: 2.7. The premises of the food unit and food stores; 5.3. Sanitary requirements for maintenance of premises and equipment, food Soviet bloc SSA 23.12.85 № 4056-85
112 Guidelines for the study of actual nutrition Seafarers on ships and the development of its streamlining the USSR Ministry of Public Health 20.10.74 № 1199-74
113 Guidelines for the feeding of students schools river fleet SSA USSR 13.12.82 № 2636-82
114 Guidelines for sanitary-microbiological ikornogo manufacturing SSA USSR 13.05.85 Section 4. Control methods Panel 4.1. Chemical factors
115 Guidelines «The method of measurement of mass concentration of free aldehyde (including formaldehyde) in the protein envelope of the photometric method» Ministry of Health, Russia MUK 4.1.1020-01
116 Sanitary Regulations «izolirspetsificheskoe definition of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in food» SSA Russia
127 Methodology for measuring mass fraction of copper and zinc in food and food raw materials
elektrotermicheskoy by atomic absorption spectrometry SSA Russia

128 Guidelines «The definition of mass fraction of iodine in food and raw materials by
titrimetricshkim» Ministry of Health, Russia

129 Guidelines «The method for measuring the mass proportion of lead and cadmium in food and
food raw materials elektrotermicheskoy by atomic absorption spectrometry» SSA Russia

130 Guidelines «The content of toxic elements in food and food raw materials. Methods autoclave
sample »SSA Russia

131 Collection of guidelines «Determination of mass concentration aversektina C in foods of plant
origin (vegetables, fruits, berries) and the organs and tissues of animals, plasma and milk by
fluorescent high-performance liquid chromatography» SSA Russia

132 Guidelines «Voltamperometricheskoe determination of iodine in food» SSA Russia

133 Determination of mass concentration of iodine in food SSA Russia

134 Methods for measuring the proportion of cadmium, lead, arsenic, iron and copper in alcoholic
beverages SSA Russia

135 Determination of the denaturiruyushchih additives
(ingredients) in ethyl alcohol and spirtsoderzhaschey products from all types of raw SSA Russia

136 measurement of mass concentration of chemical substances by inversion voltammetry (in food,
alcoholic drinks, water, perfume and cosmetic products), Ministry of Health, Russia

137 Guidance on how to control the quality and safety of dietary supplements to the diet SSA Russia

138 Guidelines «The method for measuring mass fraction of cadmium, lead, arsenic, iron and copper
in alcoholic beverages elektrotermicheskoy by atomic absorption spectrometry» Ministry of Health,
Russia

139 Guidelines «determination denaturiruyushchih additives (ingredients) in ethyl alcohol and alcohol
products from all types of raw materials» SSA Russia

140 Guidelines «The sanitary-epidemiological evaluation justify life and storage conditions, food»
(instead MUK 4.2.727-99) Ministry of Health, Russia

141 Guidelines «The methods of microbiological control of finished products with cream» SSA Russia

142 Guidelines «The methods of microbiological control products child, therapeutic feeding and
components» Goskomsanepidnadzor Russia

143 Guidelines «Determining the number of bifidobacteria in the sour-milk products» Ministry of
Health, Russia

144 Guidelines «medico-biological evaluation of food products derived from genetically modified
sources» SSA Russia

145 Guidelines «microbiology and molecular genetic assessment of food derived from genetically
modified micro-organisms» SSA Russia

146 Guidelines «The definition of genetically
GM sources (GMI) of plant origin using polymerase chain reaction »SSA Russia
147 Guidelines «Food. Method
identification of genetically modified sources (GMI) of plant origin with biological microchip »
Ministry of Health, Russia

148 Guidelines «methods quantify genetically modified sources (GMI) in plant-based foods»
Rospotrebnadzor

149 Guidelines «order and organization of control over the food products derived from or with the use
of raw materials of plant origin with a genetically modified analogues »
Rospotrebnadzor

150 Guidelines «order and organization of control over the food products derived from or with the use
of genetically modified micro-organisms and micro-organisms are genetically modified analogues»
Rospotrebnadzor

151 Guidelines «The method of identification of gene-engineering-modified organisms (GMO) plant
origin with the use of enzyme analysis to biological microchips»
Rospotrebnadzor

152 Guidelines «Sanitary parazitologicheskie study of fruit and vegetable, fruit and vegetable
products» SSA Russia

153 hygienic «hygienic standards of pesticide residues in the environment» MT 1.2.1323-03
Ministry of Health, Russia

154 hygienic «hygienic standards of pesticide residues in the environment. Supplement number 1 to
the MT 1.2.1323-03 » MT 1.2.1832-04
Rospotrebnadzor

155 hygienic «hygienic standards of pesticide residues in the environment. Supplement number 2 to
the MT 1.2.1323-03 » MT 1.2.1839-04
Rospotrebnadzor

156 hygienic «hygienic standards of pesticide residues in the environment. Supplement number 3 of
the MT 1.2.1323-03 » MT 1.2.1876-06
Rospotrebnadzor

157 hygienic «hygienic standards of pesticide residues in the environment. Supplement number 4 for
the MT 1.2.1323-03 » MT 1.2.1987-06
Rospotrebnadzor

158 Guidelines for sampling of meat, meat, fish, fish, fodder and other fat products to determine
polychlorinated dibenzol-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans by chromato-mass spectrometry Approved by
the Ministry of Health of Russia 15.06.99

159 «The list of materials, products and equipment approved for contact with food», authorized the
Ministry of Health of the USSR from 1975 to 1986. Steering technical material
RTM 27-72-15-82, Part 1, issued in 2002

products. Sampling, analysis and hygienic assessment » SSA Russia

161 Installation of sanitary-chemical studies of products made of polymer materials for contact with
food № 880-71,
02.02.71
Ministry of Health of the USSR

162 Guidelines for the hygienic evaluation of printing inks, for printing design of packaging materials
used in the food industry MU № 1833-78,
03.04.78
Ministry of Health of the USSR

163 Instructions for toxicological evaluation of polymer materials used in the food industry № 2395-81,
12.03.81
Ministry of Health of the USSR

164 Guidelines for the hygienic assessment of silicon and organofluorine coatings designed for use in
C SM 3043-84, “food at temperatures above 100
14.06.84
Ministry of Health of the USSR
165 Guidelines for the implementation of the state sanitary supervision of the manufacture and application of polymer materials class polyolefins intended for contact with food MU № 4149-86, 29.09.86
Ministry of Health of the USSR
166 Guidelines for sanitary chemical ¬ Kim Research and rubber products are intended for contact with food MU № 4077-86, 10.03.86
Ministry of Health of the USSR
167 Methodological tools and training manuals for hygienic education of food trade in 1998 release
168 manual for safety training of workers and bars in 1999 release
169 Program and a training manual for safety training of workers of the dairy industry in 1999 release
170 Program and a training manual for safety training of workers for the production of bread, bakery and confectionary products in 2000
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